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The spin-forbidden channel, NH(X 3(2)1CO, has been observed directly in the photodissociation
of jet-cooled HNCO followingS1←S0 excitation. The NH(X 3(2) yield spectrum is obtained in
the energy regimes near the thresholds to H1NCO and NH(a 1D)1CO channels. The spectrum is
similar to the NCO yield spectrum when direct dissociation onS1 is not significant. At photolysis
energies.43 400 cm21, state specific differences between the NH(X 3(2), NH(a 1D) and NCO
yield spectra are observed, and at energies.44 000 cm21 all structure in the NH(X 3(2) yield
spectrum is lost, while the NH(a 1D) yield spectrum remains structured. The results are interpreted
in terms of the different time scales for intersystem crossing and dissociation. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!04917-9#

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Letters to the Editor section is divided into four categories entitled Communications, Notes, Comments, and Errata.
Communications are limited to three and one half journal pages, and Notes, Comments, and Errata are limited to one and
three-fourths journal pages as described in the Announcement in the 1 January 1997 issue.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photoinitiated decomposition of HNCO followin
excitation to the first excited singlet stateS1(

1A9) can termi-
nate in three channels:~1! 3NH1CO, ~2! H1NCO, and~3!
1NH1CO @3NH and 1NH denote NH(X 3(2) and
NH(a 1D), respectively#; and involve at least three potenti
energy surfaces ~PESs!: S1(

1A9), T1(
3A9), and

S0(
1A8).1–13 Although dissociation onS1 can occur as soon

as the photolysis energy exceedsD0~H1NCO!538 370
cm21,8~b!,9 recent results indicate the existence of barriers
direct S1 decomposition, and therefore nearD0~H1NCO!
the preferred route is predissociation onS0 following radia-
tionless decay.7,9 Just above the threshold to channel~3!
@D0(

1NH1CO!542 765 cm21#,10 predissociation onS0 is
still suggested, but dissociation onS1 to

1NH1CO starts to
play a larger role at higher photolysis energies.8,10 The par-
ticipation of triplet surfaces accessed by intersystem cros
~ISC! has not been investigated in detail; indirect eviden
that at 248 nm the3NH1CO channel, which correlates wit
T1 , constitutes;0.05 of the total yield was obtained in pho
tolysis of 300 K HNCO.11

This Communication reports results obtained by dir
observation of the3NH1CO channel. We concentrate o
dissociation in the energy regimes near the threshold
H1NCO and1NH1CO. In the former region, channels~1!
and~2! evolve via radiationless decay; in the latter region
three channels are observed simultaneously, and direcS1
dissociation becomes important.7–10 In addition, Brownet al.
have shown that in this region the branching ratio betw
H1NCO and 1NH1CO changes when implanting NH
stretch excitation in HNCO(S0) prior to photodissociation.7

Our results show that dissociation viaT1 is significant in
both energy regimes and that3NH can be detected even a
7454 J. Chem. Phys. 106 (17), 1 May 1997 0021-9606/97/
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photolysis wavelengths where dissociation onS1 is domi-
nant. The most intriguing result is the observation of a sel
tive loss of structure in the3NH yield spectrum at photolysis
wavelengths where the1NH yield spectrum still exhibits dis-
tinct structural features. In order to rationalize this obser
tion we propose that the3NH and1NH yield spectra monitor
different time scales.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental arrangement and conditions used
these pump-probe experiments were described previously9,14

3NH products from jet-cooled HNCO were probed und
non-saturated conditions by laser induced fluorescence~LIF!
via the A 3P←X 3(2 transition,15 using an excimer lase
pumped dye laser~pulse energy;7–120 mJ in 2–3 mm
diam beam!. For relative branching ratio measurements
broadband glass filter~Kopp 0–56! was used in the detectio
system to ensure flat spectral response in the wavele
region of interest. The recorded spectra were corrected
scattered light and laser intensity variations. The linear
pendence of the3NH signal on laser power ensured that
derived from one-photon dissociation of HNCO. The1NH
and NCO(X 2P) yield spectra were obtained as describ
elsewhere.9

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 presents3NH @trace~a!# and NCO@trace~b!#,
yield spectra in the region of the channel~2! threshold. The
spectra are not normalized to either the absorption coeffic
or the fractional population of the monitored levels, and th
do not reflect the correct branching ratios. Both spectra h
similar structure, and no significant changes are observe
the 3NH yield as the excitation energy excee
106(17)/7454/4/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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7455Letters to the Editor
D0~H1NCO!. From theS1 origin ~<35 000 cm21!13 on-
ward, the 3NH yield spectrum is nearly identical to th
HNCO two-photon excitation spectrum reported earlie9

State-specificity in linewidths is observed both in the tw
photon excitation spectrum and in the3NH yield spectra, and
representative examples ofC-type vibronic bands are show
in Fig. 2. While some bands exhibit well pronounced ro
tional structure, others show virtually no structure.

Figure 3 presents NCO,3NH, and 1NH yield spectra
@traces~a!, ~b!, and ~c! respectively# in the region of the
threshold to channel~3!. As in Fig. 1, the relative intensitie
within each spectrum are correct; however, the three tra
are not normalized to reflect the relative branching ratios
channels~1!–~3!, nor to the total absorption cross-sectio
which increases sharply in this region.1 The observed de
crease in the1NH intensity above;44 500 cm21 does not
signify a drop in its quantum yield, but rather is due to
decrease in the monitored1NH~J52! fractional population
with excitation energy.9 Neither the3NH nor the NCO yield
spectra exhibit significant changes in intensities and wid
of spectral features when the dissociation threshold to ch

FIG. 1. Photofragment yield spectra obtained in HNCO decomposition
channels~1! and ~2! near the threshold to H1NCO. The traces were ob
tained by monitoring~a! theQ bandhead of the NH (A 3P←X 3(2) tran-
sition and~b! theQ11 bandhead of the NCOA 2(1←X 2P (0000–0010)
transition. The vertical dashed line indicatesD0~H1NCO!.

FIG. 2. Rotational contours of selectedC-type bands in the3NH photofrag-
ment yield spectrum below the H1NCO channel threshold. TheQ band-
head of the NH (A 3P←X 3(2) transition was monitored.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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nel ~3! is crossed. Three regimes of photolysis energy can
distinguished:~i! up to;43 400 cm21 ~230 nm!, nearly iden-
tical and well pronounced structure is observed in all th
spectra;~ii ! between;43 400 cm21 ~230 nm! and;44 000
cm21 ~227 nm! several features that are clearly observed
the1NH yield spectrum~c! are missing in the3NH spectrum
~b!, and sometimes in the NCO spectrum~a!, as highlighted
by vertical solid lines in Fig. 3; and~iii ! at photolysis ener-
gies exceeding;44 000 cm21 ~227 nm! all sharp features in
the3NH yield trace disappear and the spectrum exhibits o
residual broad features on top of a background. On the o
hand, the yield spectra recorded for channels~2! and ~3!
remain fairly structured.

1NH/3NH population ratios were obtained at 230, 225
and at 224.5 nm. The ratio at 230 nm was obtained in t
ways. In method~i! rotational populations of1NH and3NH
were determined and corrected by normalization factors
described elsewhere.14 In method~ii !, the integrated intensi-
ties of the rotational branches in the LIF spectra were n
malized as per their relative weights in the electronic tran
tions. The1NH/3NH population ratio was then determine
from the ratio of the integrated intensities of all the branch
after applying the same corrections as in method~i!. Al-
though the second approach is less accurate, both met
gave results that agree within 25% at 230 nm, and there
only the second approach was used at;225 nm. The
1NH/3NH population ratios were 0.2 at 230 nm~43 480
cm21!, 1.7 at 225.2 nm~44 405 cm21!, and 2.1 at 224.5 nm
~44 540 cm21!. Note that 224.5 nm corresponds to a peak
the 1NH yield spectrum while 225.2 nm corresponds to
valley ~Fig. 3!. The uncertainty in the absolute populatio
ratios is determined primarily by the normalization facto

ia

FIG. 3. Photofragment yield spectra obtained in HNCO decomposition
channels~1!–~3! near the threshold to1NH1CO. The traces were obtaine
by monitoring ~a! the Q11 bandhead of the NCOA 2(1←X 2P
(0110–0120) transition; ~b! the Q bandhead of the NH(A 3P←X 3(2)
transition;~c! theQ~2! line of the NH(c1P←a1D) transition. The vertical
dashed line indicatesD0(

1NH1CO!; solid lines highlight positions at which
state-specificity is observed in the spectra~see the text for details!.
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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7456 Letters to the Editor
and is estimated at 30%, while the relative precision of th
measurements is 10%.

IV. DISCUSSION

The most intriguing aspect of the results reported her
the progressive loss of structure in the3NH yield spectrum
shown in Fig. 3. This loss of structure is accompanied
tially by state-specificity; several peaks in the1NH spectrum
are missing or diminished in intensity in the3NH spectrum,
and to a lesser extent in the NCO spectrum. The latter s
trum, in fact, has an appearance intermediate between t
of 3NH and1NH. In order to understand these observatio
we first briefly discuss the decomposition mechanism
lower energies in view of what is currently known about t
participating PESs.

The S1 equilibrium geometry, inferred from spectro
scopic data1 and supported by several calculations,8,13,16 is
planar with an NCO angle of;120° ~172° onS0), and an
HNC angle of;110°. UponS1←S0 excitation the N–C
bond extends from 1.214 Å to 1.35 Å, indicating a decre
in bond order. Thus,S1 is expected to be repulsive along th
N–C coordinate in the Franck–Condon~FC! region. Recent
calculations show thatT1 , whose origin lies;1800 cm21

below the3NH1CO asymptote, has a non-planar equili
rium geometry with an NCO angle and N–C bond leng
similar to those in planar HNCO(S1). Also, exit barriers of
;3200 cm21 and ;1800 cm21 to the H1NCO and
3NH1CO asymptotes, respectively, have been calculate12

Preliminary calculations using the Gaussian 94 packag
the CIS/6-31111G~3df,3pd! level show that a second triple
state,T2(A8), which is also nonplanar, lies close toT1(A9)
in the FC region.13

Previous experimental investigations of the spin-allow
photodissociation pathways followingS1←S0 excitation up
to and slightly above the threshold to1NH1CO inferred a
mechanism involving internal conversion~IC! followed by
predissociation onS0 without notable barriers to channels~2!
and ~3!.7,9,10 This implies significant barriers onS1 , in ac-
cordance with recent 3D calculations that estimate barr
on S1 in both the H1NCO and1NH1CO channels of the
order of 6000-8000 cm21 and,1000 cm21, respectively.17

Thus, only at energies;1000 cm21 aboveD0(
1NH1CO!,

S1 dissociation to channel~3! is expected to be importan
The onset ofS1 dissociation to channel~2! may be even
higher, despite the 4400 cm21 difference in the dissociation
thresholds to these two channels.

The spin-forbidden pathway, channel~1!, must proceed
on T1 . The similar appearance of the3NH and NCO yield
spectra in Fig. 1, the similarity between the3NH yield and
two-photon excitation spectra from theS1 origin ~,35 000
cm21! onward, and the successful assignment of this sp
trum to theS1←S0 transition,

13 show that the formation o
3NH at these photolysis energies involves ISC toT1 rather
than directT1←S0 excitation. Since all excitation energie
accessible viaS1 are .5000 cm21 above the channel~1!
threshold, the3NH1CO dissociation involves the repulsiv
part of T1 with fast and direct formation of products. Th
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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distinct structural features in the3NH yield spectrum must be
therefore related to the radiationless decay time sca
Above D0~H1NCO! the width of the spectral features an
the intensity of the structureless background increase gra
ally with photolysis energy in a similar fashion to that o
served for the NCO yield spectrum, supporting the conc
sion that as long as the1NH1CO pathway is not accessibl
directly on S1 , the only routes leading to dissociation in
volve radiationless decay.

In Cs symmetryS1(
1A9) andT1(

3A9), which have the
same electronic configuration, may be coupled both dire
and via an intermediate state, e.g.,S0 and/or another triplet
state. The couplings among electronic states depend not
on the spin-orbit electronic coupling matrix elements, b
also on vibrational overlap FC factors, i.e., on the topolo
of the multidimensional PESs involved. This clearly man
fests itself in the state-specificity observed in the rotatio
contours of the3NH yield spectrum~Fig. 2!, demonstrating
that the ISC step depends sensitively on the level excite
S1 .

To interpret the progressive loss of structure in t
3NH yield spectra when direct dissociation onS1 via channel
~3! becomes important, we postulate that the structure in
3NH yield spectrum is determined mainly by the time sca
for ISC. In the FC region, the N–C coordinate onS1 is
reached near its inner turning point, and thus initially t
N–C bond is compressed compared to its equilibrium se
ration onS1 . The T1 geometry in the FC region is rathe
similar,16 and thus it is reasonable to assume that there
favorable FC overlap between the inner turning points of
nearly isoenergetic vibronic levels inS1 andT1 . Below the
channel~3! threshold,S1 excitation survives for many vibra
tional periods, and every time the excited complex samp
the inner turning point region, ISC can occur. Thus, t
3NH yield spectrum shows fairly narrow features. In co
trast, when the dissociation pathway to1NH1CO onS1 is
open, the return to the inner turning point region along
N–C coordinate is prevented, and thus the time allotted
ISC is correspondingly shortened. In this situation the3NH
yield spectrum will exhibit a loss of structure. Moreover,
may become even less structured than the correspon
1NH yield spectrum, if the latter reflects the complete tim
evolution to channel~3! products onS1 . As discussed above
S1←S0 excitation accesses a region on theS1 PES which is
repulsive along the N–C coordinate and has a strong grad
in the NCO angular coordinate. While the former propels
system towards dissociation via channel~3!, the latter leads
to a complicated nuclear motion onS1 en route to dissocia-
tion, probably accounting for the structure in the1NH yield
spectrum. Note that less favorable FC overlap is expec
betweenS1 andT1 vibronic levels at large N–C separation
because theT1 surface is dissociative at all energies abo
theS1 origin, and thus unbound in the N–C coordinate.

At excitation energies below the opening of channel~3!,
H1NCO is the dominant dissociation pathway with a qua
tum yield.0.9.11 The 1NH1CO yield near its threshold is
very low; for example, at 230 nm@;700 cm21 above
D0(

1NH1CO!# it amounts to only;0.03 of the spin-
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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7457Letters to the Editor
allowed dissociation.7 At the same wavelength, we obtain
1NH/3NH population ratio of 0.2; i.e., the3NH quantum
yield is 0.10–0.15, indicating that ISC is significant relati
to the other intramolecular interactions. The increase in
1NH/3NH population ratio to'2 for dissociation at around
225 nm is attributed mainly to the increase in the yield
channel~3!, which eventually becomes the dominant diss
ciation pathway.2,3,11The difference between the populatio
ratios measured on the peak and in the valley of the1NH
yield spectrum around 225 nm again indicates a subtle
pendence of the competition between dissociation pathw
on the nuclear motions excited onS1 . We note that the 230–
225 nm region coincides with the inferred onset of dire
S1 participation in the dissociation via channel~3!, and is
also the region where state-specific behavior and a los
structure is observed in the3NH yield spectrum.

In summary, the results reported in this Communicat
show the competitiveness of the spin-forbidden dissocia
over a broad range of excitation energies. We suggest
the loss of structure in the3NH yield spectrum, when direc
dissociation via channel~3! on S1 is open, reflects the rela
tive change in the time scale of ISC. The exact location
the seam of singlet-triplet intersection as well as the rela
roles of direct and indirect spin-orbit couplings await clari
cation. A qualitatively similar picture, with its characterist
time scales for IC, may also account for the partial loss
structure in the NCO yield spectrum. The existence of th
competitive dissociation pathways at wavelengths,230 nm
opens the way not only to studies of bond-selective disso
tion, as reported by Crim and co-workers,7 but also to de-
tailed examination of promoting modes for IC and ISC, ide
tified via one-photon and IR/UV excitation schemes. Su
studies will provide insights into the origin of the observ
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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bond-selectivity and will aid in designing experiments aim
at controlling branching ratios by affecting the relative ef
ciency of IC, ISC and direct dissociation.
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